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JUGGERNAUT

Each night, while most of us relieve our days with
dreaming, sleepless men, in a hidden place, are 
building a Juggernaut.

It takes a long time; each generation must find a new
site, conceal it, teach their children to fashion 
new locks, shape the few keys.

Nightly they make their way to her by different paths, 
driven by their days, to build their Juggernaut.

All of virgin iron thick as a fist she is, hammered & 
brushed, riveted with bronze & polished brass.

Designs of deep meaning are graved over every inch of 
her sides, inside & out, for all to see, those 
who ride as weight on her terrible axles (there 
is room for populations) & those over whom she 
was designed to drive.

Her armaments are chains & scimitars, shackles & prison 
bars, rapiers, iron maidens & barbed wire —  all 
melted down & requenched in their own cold blood; 
refashioned in the shapes of broken bones of 
native races, the jagged char of their villages 
& towns.

Her steel projects to all compass points & is fastened 
to her sides with the heat of Dresden, the 
furnaces of Dachau; like the arms of Moloch, 
the deadly brood of Jagannath.



She is broad as a ghetto, long as the mass graves & high 
as Hiroshima; she is wide as the swath of 
Crusaders, round as the trade routes of slavers 
& tall as the towers of armed guards.

She is bright as the flesh of heretics, brilliant as the 
flash of Alamogordo glowing as the hootches of 
Indo-China.

She is heavy as the decapitated children of infidels,
 dismembered witches, cruciform kikes, hanging 
gypsies, lynched niggers, razored spicks, gunshot 
greasers, vaporized japs & smithereened chinks.

Her engines are powered by the critical mass of history;
she runs on pure truth; fuel is everywhere; she 
is frictionless as a mission to the moon

yet her builders do not survive her demands; she echoes 
their dedication with inhuman portent; she 
trembles with hunger, with destiny greater than 
her birth; she has a life of her own that feeds 
on them.

They wonder who will lift that first hand to her levers;
when that day comes & they stand at her controls, 
will they smile at one another, thumbs up?

They wonder, when that day is over, will there be anyone, 
after a night's rest, to tear her to pieces? A 
few to let her rot & go about their business?

Will ten form a committee & tack a plaque on her side in 
commemoration? Will fifty assemble to clean her? 
Five hundred oil her dismantled sections? One 
thousand & fifty pack them carefully in numbered 
crates, schematics for her reconstruction kept 
for future reference?

Will nations be reborn rebuilding, millions watching, 
billions remembering, quintillions without a 
single regret?

I MAKE MY BED

At 3:06 this morning my house, a quarter mile
from the Hayward Fault, shook me awake. A mild shock;
happens all the time; the Pacific shelves
readjusting themselves; sections of the planet shifting.
Not to worry, except that now my morning coffee 
spills, my typewriter works its way to the northwest, 
downhill with every key struck; no matter 
how I put the pencil down, it rolls. I find myself
leaning in my art each day, striving for new levels, 
the muscles in my mind, the spine of my feelings 
subtly straining to adjust, compensate, stay straight.



I could move to Idaho, spend the rest of my life 
in an airship & still have nothing in writing. At least 
the house settles as best it can, no fault of its own 
it was built a short stroll from continental slippage.
I can always turn my desk around, let things go 
southeast for a while to relieve the strain, balance

things out.
I can pour less coffee in my cup, bolt the typewriter

down,
buy hexagonal pencils.

WAR MOVIE

Pinned down by enemy fire, she lies sunwise
on bikini sand, her brave belly coppertoned
with dud napalm, the firelight so fierce the polaroids
prevent her luscious lids from parting so we can see her
grimace gleaming in the cordite breeze.
Down by the water little brother leads 
a platoon & a charmed life at the same time, 
handling the BAR, uttering, with deadly accuracy, 
explosions in his cheeks as the frisbee 88's 
reign around him like a halo
flaring his position with a ring of dead buddies.
What a rotten war.' She feels a chill, goosebumps, 
fires from the hip clean through the heart 
of an armed young man standing in her sun. Infiltrator, 
hardly more than a boy, in a stolen uniform, 
looking like us, talking like us, sneaking behind

our lines.
The acrid sky darkens. Frogmen are flopping
out of the sea with demolition thighs inconsiderately
sprinkling. Little brother glistens to tunes of glory
with a bayonet in his teeth, a curl bouncing
under his rakish helmet. The grey tonnage is set
to go. Already droplets pock the beach, tiny calibre.
Bodies will soon be dark. Materiel will steam.
Cameramen frown skyward for incoming mail.
The director hollers at the troops between full hands. 
With sand on their feet the dead rise up screaming war

cries
& thunder into the water one last time before cut & wrap.
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MISS HURRYBACK

Here she comes now, highballing them burgers & beer 
like ass, driving that roadhouse 
like it was her own rig, fifteen forward gears 
& air brakes pulling up opposite in a high wind
with her engine running, her trucker's eyes
flashing you like roadsigns at night, her signal coming

across
loud & clear as tailgates banging down, rattling off 
pies like billboards doing over a mile a minute.
Oh, Lord, how tired, how hungry. What a load to bear.
Let me pull over for just an hour of those perfumy

mysteries
that settle in her wake. Her hairpins are sighing like

jailors
in that sweet prison for relief. The buttons down her

front
whimper like flowers in a garden row to be put on the

table.
There's an eye in the clasp of her bra yearning to

wake unto me.
Oh, just this once, to rest in another man's pew,
the owner in the kitchen, maybe, dark & heavy, peering

out
through chains of cigarettes & turning tabs. Or might be
the leather dude 'way at the end, scraping sugar
with the heel of his hand, sorry in his bottomless cup.
Damn, if she don't move behind that counter like a pinball, 
shiny steel hips & tits coming at you flat out 
to bump your bumper & ring your bell, score, hustle you 
off to your destination a winner with cream & sugar,
Miss Hurryback, smiling at you from behind the register, 
stroking your bill of lading with a ball point pen, 
poking your keys, totalling you out
on somebody else's cash drawer thumping her on that belly, 
right on her starched tips, a sack of coins, taking it 
right out of you for what's under your belt, 
ten red cents better'n a thin dime any time, 
slam, bam, thank you ma'am, hurry back.

—  Donald Schenker
Berkeley, CA
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UNIVERSITY OF PARIS

When I wear my university of 
Paris sweatshirt everyone 
wants to know if I've been.
"Paree" the man in the 
auto parts store called it.
Actually I bought it in Meier
& Franks for the scheme:
cream trunk with 3/4 red sleeves.
Cooler than longsleeves for the summer.
I've never been to France but 
Dolores has and while there she 
stole the cardboard placard 
from in front of Gertrude Stein's 
house: 27 Rue de Fleur, which 
she gave us as a souvenir.
A man at Sears told me that during 
the War he was held prisoner with 39 
others in a little town in France. As 
fate would have it there were 39 wives 
of soldiers in the same little village. 
These lonely women came to the camp 
everyday with baskets of bread for 
the Americans. Soon they were staying 
the night. The Germans didn't care.
He says he sometimes wishes that 
the war had never ended.
I have also never been to Italy.

MATISSE TITS

I know those tits. They are 
white halfmoons. A cupped palm 
of cool jiggle.
hanging with admirable 
detachment on a firm chest. Her 
arms are over her head, exposing 
armpits erotic with black hairs.
Which doubly make up
for her fully skirted hips.
Her hair is pulled back tight 
eyebrows drawn to a thin point 
sophisticated as hell.
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DREAMS OF INCREDIBLE WEALTH

The natural aristocrat in me 
moves in that direction 
like Nabokov's butterflies 
unable to be else but precious.
Laziness, noble indolence 
decrees effortless attainment, 
a function of thoughtforms, 
Egyptian practicality at its best.
Picture in your mind if you will 
an enormous pile of cash 
with me on top.

LE PATRON
"Ettore Bugatti n'est plus, mais Bugatti continue."
Bugatti, typical of genius, was obsessive and 
perfectionistic. He wanted to be an artist but 
recognized that his brother, the sculptor, 
excelled him in this. Unwilling to settle for 
second best he became an engineer.
At 18 in Milan he built his first car. Thereafter 
ensued an amazing variety of racers, midgets, 
tourers, the wonderful sky blue speedsters. He 
gained renown as an eccentric:
In an early photograph standing before one of 
his own machines with a funny hat on made from 
a bowler with the rim cut away. Flamboyant clothes, 
an aristocratic air. Touring the grounds on 
a bicycle of his own manufacture.
Molsheim was a marvel. More like a Baronial 
estate than a motorworks. All surfaces, even vices, 
were machined. The place was kept spic and span.
He could not tolerate the abuse of tools. And he 
expected the utmost from his workers. But he 
paid them well and they, I am sure, bore a certain 
love for Le Patron.
A ripe setting for the ultimate, the type 41,
La Royale. Of which 7 were made. 6 for the 
crowned heads of state, 1 for Bugatti himself.
It was simply the biggest and the best car 
ever put on the road.
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He put a Packard Eight body on the prototype and 
it became his personal car for everyday use. That 
way he could count himself among Kings. Until 
the day five years later on the French highway 
when he smashed it up.

RAYMOND LOEWY ASSOCIATES

These objects of outrageous design 
barely impinging upon the threshold of 
consciousness. What have we been all these 
years, blind?
It begins with a streamlined toaster found 
in the Goodwill. Then your mother's 
blonde Hollywood coffeetable. The flamingo 
print in the mirrored frame.
Soon you are buying books on Art Deco.
You wonder if you have gone a bit mad. They're 
on the streets too.' The "aircraft" look. Studebaker's 
same-coming-and-going styling, like Dr. Dolittle's 
push-you-pull-me. Then the big bomb,
54 Landcruiser, Stude's ol' bulletnosed torpedo.
There's something obscene and a little scary 
about it all. My friend Ron calls these 
nonsense artifacts of dubious origin 
Soinds. Who in the hell is 
Raymond Loewy Associates anyway?

JUNGLE MOTIF

A few simple decorating ideas 
to give any home that special look
a seven-foot black leopard 
poised atop the tv set
an Elephant House out back 
for those long summer evenings
10,000 Zulus in the bathroom 
admiring the plumbing
bound & gagged crocodiles in the broom closet 
grass mats in all the guest rooms
so many house plants
you need a machete to find the front door.
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MALL

Like Dirk Bogarde
all decadent in white suit
a rivulet of mascara down one cheek
tramping after Tadzia on foot
through the winding streets of Venice.
The dank stones, 
the filthy canals,
breastless young girls in front of the walk-in movie 
tonguing vanilla cones.
The clown in the music store
is playing my tune
on the Lowry Teenie Genie. I see
Bukowski has made it into
the Cambridge Bookstore.

MEIER & FRANK

Let's park on the ramp 
go up to the mezzanine 
and buy two cubes of penuche.
How posh I feel
among the cologne atomizers
how gauche
sniffing the scented candles.
It's this ironic perversity 
that's come upon me recently 
of doing and feeling 
as I damn well please.

-- David Barker 
Salem, OR

THE MAN WHO LOVED BOOKS

Even as a child he seemed strange. He could never get 
enough of being read to at bedtime. "More, Mommie, more.'" 
he piped from under the covers, just as she was about to 
tiptoe from his bedroom. "Read it again, read it again.'" 
His little hands fluttered like the tongues of baby birds 
in the nest toward the letters and pictures on the page.
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An alphabet print was hanging on the wall above his head- 
board, the Alice in Wonderland scenes on his curtains 
flapped in the breeze. Before long he was dragging off 
his father's sporting magazines and garden supplies cata
logues . When she vacuumed the house on Saturday mornings, 
his mother found piles of them under his bed. She didn't 
dare tell her husband what she'd seen in their son's bed
room.
Soon he graduated to a public library card for a birthday 
present. Summers he often spent whole days in the library, 
sometimes not even coming home for lunch. Whenever he did 
come, he seemed far away. Once he ground pepper into his 
milk, once he poured cream gravy into his empty glass, 
once he buttered his paper napkin. Whenever he stayed at 
home for part of the day, he could be found sitting on a 
lawn chair under the maple tree, hunched over a book. He 
hardly ever did his chore of cutting the grass; his father 
reduced his weekly allowance. From the kitchen window 
where she pretended to be washing dishes, his mother tried 
to make out the titles of his books, but he always managed 
to keep them covered with a spread-out hand. Eventually 
the mother and father began to receive overdue notices in 
the mail. Whenever they confronted him about the fines, 
he pleaded ignorance and innocence. One day while he was 
away in the library, his mother found a stack of dusty 
library books in the corner of his clothes closet. They 
were about Kit Carson and Daniel Boone and Wild Bill 
Hickock and Abe Lincoln in Southern Indiana, about Babe 
Ruth and Lou Gehrig and The Year We Won the State in 
Basketball. "But why doesn't he go out and play basketball 
instead of reading about it?" she grumbled in the closet. 
She began to worry that he seemed to have no interest in 
being with boys his own age.
In his high school years, when he should have been prac
ticing football, basketball or baseball after school, he 
could sometimes be seen sneaking off to the town library.
It was rumored that he spent a lot of time in the H section 
reading juicy passages from the Hemingway novels that were 
banned from the school library. He even came to school one 
morning mumbling about "doing it in a sleeping bag in 
Spain." Once the town librarian stopped his father on the 
street and, shaking a finger, complained she'd seen the boy 
sitting at a table with a girl. They'd been showing one 
another parts of their favorite books.
Once he left town for college, they all knew he'd never 
come back home to live. During his freshman year, he rang 
up a staggering bill buying paperbacks at the college book
store. Whenever he did condescend to come home for holi
days, he lugged along a battered suitcase full of books in
stead of the dirty laundry his mother was expecting. More 
than once she was tempted to throw "all that dirt" into
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her automatic washer. She began to fear that her oldest 
son might corrupt his sister and brother who were now at 
a very impressionable age. They too were beginning to 
show signs of the strangeness. Especially the sister, 
who spent whole afternoons in her bedroom reading modern 
novels he'd left lying around the house.
When he received his diploma and entered graduate school, 
they all began to understand what they couldn't admit to 
relatives and neighbors. He was going to make a career 
of books. He couldn't be cured. They even found out 
that he took an evening job in a liquor store to support 
his habit. His eyes began to blur, he got glasses for 
the first time. Because he feared that novels and biog
raphies and histories were too much of a strain on his 
eyes, he opted for the compression of poetry. He could 
easily read ten volumes a day. In only three years, he 
graduated as a Doctor of Philosophy ("What diseases can 
he cure?" everyone asked) and had to think about finding 
a full-time job to support his full-time habit. Before 
he signed a contract for his first teaching job, he fell 
in love with a woman who loved books. They decided to 
pool their paperback libraries and get married. They 
rented a huge U-Haul truck to drive their books halfway 
across the country to the town where they'd found jobs.
Soon the man who loved books began to build bookshelves 
in the study of their new apartment. Unfortunately, his 
position as Instructor at the local college entitled him 
to write off to publishers for a free copy of any books 
he thought he might like to teach. He couldn't stop or 
be stopped. He spent whole weekends writing to publish
ers. Every weekday he came home from school with a hand
ful of new books. He began to read in subjects that bore 
no official relationship to the subject he taught. His 
colleagues considered him unprofessional, his students 
joked that he probably made love to first editions. His 
bookshelves began to invade the bedroom, the living room, 
the dining room, the kitchen, and finally the bathroom. 
Books lay like dirty dishes all over the apartment. He 
even laid a row of books in the double bed between him
self and the woman who loved books. In the last letter 
his parents ever received from him, he wrote that he 
was starting to make a book of his own. They vowed 
they'd never let it into their house.

—  Norbert Krapf 
Roslyn, NY
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POET ARRESTED HERE BY LOCALS AND FEDS
BARSTOW, CAL (UPI) 
description of Tom 
poet who is wanted 
and sale of iambic 
custody late today 
and Federal Agents 
a mysterious phone 
to be identified.

Authorities were 
if they wanted Tom 
find him at Popeye 
a poetry and prose 
place, passing out

The local police 
Barn while Federal 
drawn, entered the 
apprehending their 
surprise.

It was not known 
suspect was indeed 
his identification 
one. A search did 
un-cut pentameters 
tetrameters of 98% 
various spondee.

A man who fits the 
Lackley, an outlaw 
for the possession 
pentameter, was in 
after local police 
were tipped off by 
caller who refused
told by the caller 
Lackley they would 
Perkins Barn where 
reading was taking 
"some hot meters." 
surrounded Perkins 
Agents, their guns 
barn thru the loft 
suspect with great
at the time if the 
Tom Lackley, since 
was not a positive 
however produce 23 
of iambic, 14 pure 
trochaic, and 3000

ON THE DEATH OF MOE HOWARD

funny man
two fingered eye poker
the stooge with
the bowl-shaped
original beatle haircut
you once said on the
johnny carson show
(you were on the show
because too many people
had wondered what happened to you)
that you wanted only
to make people laugh until
there wasn't anything
for you to laugh about
and everyone laughed
and johnny carson made
a funny face
and everyone laughed some more
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when you died
in a hollywood rest home
the one for
aging useless movie stars
it was inevitable
that you
would be alone
and now
although someone will 
forgetfully try
to book you for the johnny carson 
show again
(and laugh at his mistake) 
you were probably 
never more serious than 
the times you were heard 
saying:
this place is really haunted

—  Paul F. Fericano 
Millbrae, CA

THE SEARS CAPER

his younger brother fondled the bikes 
on display nearby while maintaining a 
watch for the store detective. hands 
slick as Harry the Pickpocket, the kid 
slipped a 39ç pair of bicycle handlebar 
streamers into the inner lining of his 
pea coat pocket. he faced about smartly 
and stepped on the foot of the store 
detective (while kid brother blissfully 
fondled the bikes nearby). "o.k., kid, 
let's have a look in your hidden pocket!" 
out came the 39ç bike streamers and into 
a private office the kid was ushered.
he was prepared for the worst they could 
deal him. thoroughly grilled, he was 
ordered home to inform the parents of an 
impending visit by the law. before the 
mom he tearfully recreated the dubious 
deed, swearing her to secrecy —  for the dad 
would surely kill him. the apprehensive 
wait ensued —  what if they showed after the 
dad came home?! they didn't. kid Sucker, 
they didn't show up at all.
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PICNIC LOVE

over bar-b-qued ribs she warned him 
plainly that she must have a challenge 
or she could not love him for long.
"treat me cruelly," she entreated. "the 
more you do, the more i'll love you," 
she assured.
"but it's against my nature," he pleaded, 
"i love you and only want to make you 
happy," he grasped her hand over the pot 
of baked beans.
"wimpy," she said. "i'll dump you for 
sure if you don't punish me." 
he dropped her hand. "you turd," he said, 
"you disgust me with your shallowness." 
"oh, God, how i love you," she said with 
round charcoal eyes.

—  leo mailman 
Long Beach, CA

SADIE THOMPSON LIVES ON ELM STREET

Even though she would later marry 
a private-first-class, and live in a 
tract home on Elm Street, and have a son 
she'd name after Little Joe from the 
Bonanza tv show
Louise wanted to be a movie star.
Some days when she wore pancake make-up
she almost looked like one. Afterall,
she wore the same kind of lipstick Hedy Lamar wore
wore the same size shoes Jane Powell wore.
And she smoked (when she could sneak some Camels 
from her father) the same kind of cigarets 
Delores del Rio smoked.
Louise lived the vicarious life of a harlot,
lover after lover like grapes popped
into the mouth of a fellatrice: the lifeguard
who looked like Errol Flynn and asked her
to meet him by his yellow convertible
so he could tell her he was married;
her math teacher with the pencil moustache
who tutored her in parabola and looked like
Clark Gable but was too smart for her;
the doctor in nursing school who looked like
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Walter Pigeon but was too old for her; 
the policeman who gave her a parking ticket 
and looked like Alan Ladd but was 
too short for her. Today,
if you mention any of this, she denies it, 
like an old whore's past, gone Christian.
And she doesn't even remember 
that Ava Gardner was once married 
to Mickey Rooney. Or that Orson Welles once 
made Rita Hayworth cut off her long red hair 
and dye it blonde. Or that Ingrid Bergman 
gave birth to twins out of wedlock.
It's all so silly nowadays.

NEXT SUMMER

The peaches turned out small this year —  
no bigger than apricots.
No one wanted to eat them
one bite off each wasn't worth it.
I picked them
left the ones on the tree
the butcher birds and meadowlarks
had bitten into, the ants crawing on them,
the funny-looking flies coveting them.
And I left the ones that had fallen onto 
the ground, rotting now, because I 
liked the way it made the backyard smell.
No one wanted to help me peel them
and slice them because it took
so much time —  and I ate some
the ones with a worm on one side
the ones bruised on one side until
my teeth felt sweet and slick
and icy. I let them set overnight
and in the morning the nectar
buoyed the peaches like fat dumplings
in sauce; and I only added a little honey
to thin out the juice so that the peaches
would go farther. When
the crust had browned
and the cobbler removed from the oven 
and cooled some in front of the open window 
we all ate a bowlful although 
it was almost suppertime
and we talked about the things we'll do with them 
next summer when the peaches are bigger.
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AS SWEET AS THAT

When she was in a good mood because my dad had
come home early for supper and told her
her biscuits and honey tasted as good
as his mother's or because he'd said
he'd take us to see "Forever Amber"
the movie she'd been wanting to see
she would sing while we did dishes
her washing me drying
and she would whistle too and
I'd get embarrassed.
"Why don't you ever sing?" she'd ask me.
And I'd answer "I don't know," and
she'd tell me about being young like me, but
a little older and how she used to meet my father
at the town square after she'd done the dishes
and all of them would sing and dance
while my father and some of the others
played the guitar and they'd do the
jig and the shuffle and my father
would lay down his guitar and do a tap dance careful
not to get his white shoes and white trousers dirty
and when the sun went down they'd all sit
in the park and watch the fireflies
flitting in the cottonwood trees. And
I'd think to myself putting away
the dinner plates
how I'd never be able to sing as
sweet as that.

—  Joan Smith
Fountain Valley, CA

THE DRAMA

you are upset by your mother. you are afraid she is 
no longer a virgin. this worries you since she has 
never been out of your sight for more than a few 
moments. you are fashioning something’for her which 
will put your heart at ease. it is shaped like a 
sparrow. you hope it will fit.
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UNUSUALLY DEAD

i find the yellow brick road that stops in front of 
your house. we gopher under it together, looking for 
lost dimes and for the little people, who are rumored 
to live there, massaging the roots of the oak trees, 
we find instead the rusted remains of a 1946 Buick. 
you wipe the dirt from the windshield and peer in. the 
couple in the back seat are decidedly underfed and 
unusually dead.

THOSE REMARKABLE EYES

an ant is crawing on the other side of the dodecahedron 
you are holding in your hands, you know he is there, but 
no matter how fast you turn the object he is always on the 
other side, you have never even seen him. you just know he 
is there, you can imagine the way his antennae wiggle, and 
his mouth parts, and those eyes, those remarkable eyes.

THE SILENCE

they passed the cup into the void 
they passed the charm across her face 
her mouth was closed she didn't breathe 
her eyes stared into space
they thought she knew about the sign 
about the trees that swam and sank 
and swam and sank and swam again 
then floated to the further bank
they passed the charm across her face 
they said the words they always knew 
her mouth was closed she didn't breathe 
the silence grew and grew

—  Bob Heman
West Babylon, NY
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ENCOUNTER

I picked her up over beef stew, near the war memorial.
It turns out she's living with a friend who is out at the 
moment, but whose presence in the room is obvious.
"Are you a lesbian?" I ask her. "No," she says. "At least, 
we both are." "In that case, you won't mind if I wear my 
jock-strap."
I take off my clothes and lounge around in my athletic 
support. She sits on the other side of the table.
The other girl comes in without saying anything to anyone. 
She sits down at my side of the table and begins to grade 
some homework she has taken out of a canvas bag. Then 
she begins to add up some figures.
Her indifference is galling. So I pull down the pouch 
of the jock and show her a thick dong. The other girl 
at the other side of the table is reading a newspaper, 
and doesn't notice a thing. The girl looks up from her 
figures and calculations. In sign language I hold up 
7, 8, 9, 10 fingers to signify, how long?
She is more cunning and lascivious than I'd realized, and 
holds up 9 fingers as reasonable flattery.
"Wrong!" I say out loud, and hold up 7 (which is already 
stretching matters a little).

********************************************************* 
S*I*X P*I*0*U*S P*I*E*C*E*S A*N*D S*0*M*E N*0*T S*0
****************************B Y ************************** 

***************** b *R*I*A*N * S*W*A*N*N *************** 
*********************************************************
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SIX PIOUS PIECES

One
You've had it up to here? You wanna run away? Do this 
then: think of the last place on earth you'd want to 
go, and then go there. That way, when they set out to 
find you they won't stand a chance. (If your wife knows 
you well enough to know that you'd pick the place you 
hated most, then do the opposite: go to the first place 
you'd think of. If she'd know that, try a number in the 
middle. If she'd know that, give up. There's no way of 
escaping her, unless she wants you to. In which case, 
stay where you are.)

Two
This is it, he said. I'm on my way. Send a slice of 
the 'Happy Suicide' cake to all the orphanages in the 
city and frame the photo of me blowing out the candles. 
Open the window, and stand clear. Stand clear, and 
wash the crumbs from your cheeks, my darling. At the 
other side of the window is a new world. Take down the 
flower pot and remove the insect screen. At the first 
bounce precisely the time will be eternity.

Three
And what was left I wonder when the scourging had to 
stop. Everybody had a lovely time, and a first-class 
view of the atrocities. Much of the scene was recorded 
on Chromacolor and the rest is indelibly engraved on the 
minds of all who were there. The blood part was unfortu
nate but edifying. Everybody had an orgasm, and some
people had two. And what was left? Well, for starters, 
there was still an awful lot of noise of people arguing 
about what they'd seen and still disputing the odds.
Then there was the auction. And then there were nego
tiations for the site and the exact structure of the
edifice to arise on the spot, the first of many, as it
turned out. And then there was the noise of the people 
and reporters rushing home to write down their memoirs 
of what happened, each with the true version, each the 
sole witness. The whole thing was most worthwhile, and 
the whippee must at bottom have felt gratified too.
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Four
Do you know that the last road to come through here was 
10 minutes late? I think I'll up and get me a footpath 
that'll always be on time. It's all very well them 
superhighways running up to you and whizzing by, but easy 
come easy go, and a man don't know where he is with them 
cause when they ain't late they're way ahead. Them flash 
roads ain't but light-weight when it comes to accuracy.
The smaller the more accurate I always say. If you ain't 
got it you can't be held responsible, I always say that 
too. Now a little thing ain't but got a little responsi
bility, and nobody cares too much about it, and the little 
thing knows that too. So it has no expectations to live 
up to and consequently surpasses them all, so it ain't no 
strain for it always to perform A-100. I'm aiming to get 
the government to cover this country with footpaths, and 
then we'll get the roads all back on time again, and may
be we'll be able to shame them superhighways into some 
kind of performance.

Five
An old man in a fedora, draped in a long black coat 
trimmed with velvet. He swings a cane. Accompanying 
him are two old ladies —  wife and cousin? Snow is 
falling, and one old lady has a pekinese under one arm. 
They come to a house in a high-class tenement area.
They run into a boy with a large dog and are told not to 
worry because the dog won't bite them. The old lady 
with the peke inquires if the boy is feeding his dog 
properly. Now, what is the point of this story? Well 
first off, the house they knock at is the wrong number. 
Why then would the lady inside accept their designation 
of her as sister and accept the fact that it is her 
birthday, and their statement that they've come to cele
brate with her? By accepting the role did she create it? 
What is the explanation of the fact that each gets what 
he or she wants? Because nobody had anything? (There 
is a very logical answer to this.)

Six
Why did the chicken cross the street? I for one am sick 
of smart-alecky answers to this from smart-ass adults 
playing with a child's good faith (my good faith, damn 
it), so try this approach instead. ~Suppose there was no 
other side to cross to. What now? Well, to start with, 
doesn't that make the whole situation more intriguing? 
The interest now is not in putting somebody down with a
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mock-riddle, and we find ourselves shifting our attention 
from the chicken to the street. Why was there no other 
side to this street? We can reinstate the chicken, but 
surely this question must come first, for, in order that 
the chicken should cross the street, and thus set up the 
situation which is central to true riddle ( J L . e .  , a situa
tion transformed by intelligence), then all the terms 
necessary to convince the person questioned that there is 
in fact a question worth answering must be present. If 
you take away half a street from a time-honored locale 
you've destroyed the trust of the person questioned and 
placed in jeopardy the probity of the questioner. So there 
must be nothing arbitrary about having half the street 
missing. Still, there can be no revelation if there is no 
mystery, and by saying that there is no other half to the 
street one does begin to create the enigmatic through the 
impossible (let us not, by the way, be banal and say that 
the street only had one side, that there was a field or 
something across the way. This is merely playing with 
words. I am attempting to be metaphysical). (Just to clear 
up this last parenthesis, let me rephrase the original 
question thus: why did the chicken cross the street that 
had only one side? Now we're setting somewhere. Now 
things are really hotting up. You give up? Do you, do 
you give up?)

COMPLAINT

Ten floors up, and the elevator doesn't work. When I call 
down to the elevator girl I get a saucy answer: "Why 
don't you walk down?"
Simple. I'm afraid of heights. "Too many cases," I reply, 
but she has already hung up.
So I walk down, under four steel lockers. At the foyer I 
collect my mail. It consists solely of an insulting 
letter from a woman. At least, I assumed the letter was 
insulting because the envelope was covered with titles for 
me, such as Mr. Horseshit Bleedabout, and The Honorable 
Makeshit-Turditon-Weep.
I go to telephone. But to whom? The dial is all knobs 
and bumps, and my dialling finger keeps slipping off.
When I want 0900 I can only manage 0000.
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MINIBUS

I am driving one, with curtains all around. I keep pull
ing at the curtains, without haste and without anger, to 
see where I'm going.
The road is being repaired, and there are danger signs up 
all over the place. There is a railway sleeper on the left, 
propped up, with a red flag tied to the top. There is a 
deep trench on the other side of the road. And I continue 
plucking at the curtains.
A rapid red double-decker bus rushes round the corner di
rectly in front, and only just misses me. I'm outraged.
A friend receives a form to fill in as a result of my 
complaint. They're issuing the driver a summons. The 
friend writes that the bus took two seconds to round the 
corner and disappear from sight. I figure less. We dis
agree. He wasn't even there.
Two other friends are discussing education in a parking 
lot. I feel involved, but they ignore me. So I get in 
the car blindly; drive off still plucking at the curtains.

TWO MEN IN A MIRROR

I am sitting here. He faces me. I am looking at him.
Every move I make is not so much recorded as imitated.
The man is doing what I am doing, but with minute vari
ations, and a split second after. We are not simultaneous, 
though our aims are alike. I move slowly, giving him a 
chance to adapt, even get there ahead of me, but he is 
never willing to take the risk. He looks at me with eyes 
I have never seen before. If I leave and return, the 
expression on his face has changed, not for the better.
I recognize his furniture. I recognize his clothes. I 
wonder if he too registers recognition. I wonder if I 
recognize the face. I wonder if he wonders if he recog
nizes the face.
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BINGO

A 35 year old patient, married, father of three and guard
ian of four (cats), had neurodermatitis. That is, the 
skin on his head was falling off and he was getting a thing
about it. Small wonder. He looked awful. He told me he
dreamed of mixing cement. Small wonder he had neuroderma
titis.
Then he tells me he doesn't know how to mix cement. What
kind of a man is it doesn't know how to mix cement? I
was mixing cement for my father's path through the garden 
at 7. At 8 I was breaking bricks for my grandfather's 
path. I had to play both sides. Don't tell me about neuro 
—  whatsitsname. I shoulda had a double neurowhatsit.
So he tells me his house needs tuckpointing. Tuckpointing. 
I'm supposed to know what tuckpointing is. How can I help 
the guy if he used such language. I tell him to go back 
and dream his house needs painting instead. Tuckpointing!
So he hired someone to mix cement. He forgot about the 
painting as soon as I said it. Typical. I don't know how 
they survive. All houses need painting at least once 
every two years, unless you're by the sea. In which case 
you should do it as often as you can afford. And his wife 
went to a bingo game. What kind of game is bingo. Slang 
for brandy. How's it come to mean a numbers racket? Who 
cares.
He had to take care of the kids, put them to bed, then 
wait for his wife to get home. He couldn't get to his 
night job. Then comes the lie we've all been waiting for. 
He says he was a hit and run driver who killed a child.
He doesn't see how anyone can leave the scene, but every
one does. So there are no witnesses. So he doesn't exist. 
No point in telling the poor devil he doesn't depend on 
his dreams for his existence. He depends and lives through 
them. There are no mirrors the other side. He prefers 
to sit this side and guess what's behind him. I sit with 
him. Guessing.
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STORIES

A heavy day. As if a tent was about to collapse. But it 
never did. There was always one more tent beyond the one 
about to collapse. That always produced a feeling of 
great calm. People had trained themselves not to look up, 
though of course they did, from time to time. That too 
produced a feeling of great calm. They had been taught 
since childhood about the tents beyond the tent they could 
see. There was nothing more to be said on the subject, 
though there were those who, when they looked up, thought. 
They thought doubts.

*
As a child, whenever it thundered, my grandmother would 
tell me it was the devil clomping about in his hobnail 
boots. Of course, I believed her. It still makes more 
sense, this eerie picture that cannot be pictured, this 
mind-filling scene too big for the mind. More sense than 
the rushing about of invisible air and the discharging of 
electrical currents. What are these? Hypotheses we do 
not experience but take on trust. Nothing enters the mind. 
Not like the devil, thumping about in his boots in another 
country above us. And beyond that?

*
Sometimes I have been tempted to believe those who had 
heard rumors they didn't exist. Why I didn't, in the 
end, was because I had heard another story.

FONS

There's a fountain under my window that doesn't tell the 
truth. This is the case with most fountains. They are, 
however, gentle liars.

What it tells are stories that have long been dis- 
proven or, worse, dead.

Rivers have long since ceased to tell stories of 
any kind. Even their laments have become complaints.

The seas still make efforts, aided by what the winds 
bring. But the winds have been tracked to their lairs 
and, like the Atlantic salmon who have finally been traced 
to their spawning grounds in cold Icelandic shelves, they



will never be the same. The encyclopedias become richer 
as seas and winds are forced to fabricate their existence. 
The song the Sirens sang has been recorded. It is nothing 
special.

As I look down through parted leaves I can see the 
water in the fountain, leaping up, curling the feathers 
in its tail like a tall white bird, falling back to gather 
and rise again.

The fountain under my window that doesn't tell the 
truth wakes me each morning and lulls me to sleep at night. 
I see it first and last thing when I draw the curtains or 
part the blinds. It is with me all day and a good part of 
the night. A small fountain, a clever lying little 
fountain. 0 fons Bandusiae ....

FRYING TIME

He went into the Fish & Chip shop. England. Things had 
changed from what he remembered as a child. Still, there 
was that old reliable, fish and chips. He had waited out
side the shop till it opened, and he was first in. Huge 
vats of boiling fat were bubbling, and in them, the wire- 
net baskets full of frying potatoes. But he could see no 
fish in the fat, and none draining through the holes in 
the metal shelf at the back, being kept hot. The man in 
charge bent down beneath the counter and pulled on what 
seemed to be an old carpet. He heaved the beast head first 
into the fat. The body trailed over the edge, but the head 
began to sizzle. Hairs came out of the muzzle and floated, 
frying to a crisp. Bubbles encased teeth and gums.
"Excuse me," he asked the man, "but do you have any fish? 
Cod? Plaice?"
"Fish?" said the man, cutting a flank steak. "Fish? No 
fish tonight, mate. Not that much around any more. It's 
ass tonight. Fish tomorrow, maybe. Ass and chips. Want 
a nice piece of ass with your chips, then?"

—  Brian Swann 
New York, NY
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A SITUATION OF EXTREME HOPELESSNESS

A young drifter who wants a swim, dives off a bridge 
and finds himself suspended in mid-air. Since he is 
naked and within city limits, an inquiry is made, reveal 
ing that the river won't have him, it's sick and tired 
of human filth, this guy's the last straw, he hasn't 
bathed in days and has a suspicious open sore on his 
penis.

Unknown to the city council, though, a certain chunk 
of air has loved —  or rather, lusted after —  the young 
man from the instant it kissed his naked body still wet 
from his mother's juices. It's been following him all 
his life, just waiting. Now, though it claims to be do
ing the river a big favor, it's only too glad to seize 
the young man in its lecherous embrace.

Overnight, he is transformed from a worthless neo
hobo without ambition or moral fiber, into a textbook re 
futation of the theory of free will.

It's no consolation. The local chamber of commerce 
has given him 24 hours to get dressed or be blasted out 
of the sky. The 6 o'clock news calls his "A Situation 
of Extreme Hopelessness." He must either heal his sore and hope for a rain mixed with soap, or learn to eat, 
drink, and make pants out of thin air.

ENCOUNTERING THE SOUL-MATE

A man dressed as a raven leaps out of a tree, hops 
to a sunbathing girl, and starts pecking at her cleavage

"Stop it, stop it, you're intruding on my sense of 
desolation and impending doom!" she cries, sitting up 
at once."Oh, you're interested in Fear!" the man croaks de
lightedly. "I have a PhD in Dread. My dissertation was 
Claustrophobia in the Solar System, or Why the Planets 
Are So Far Away. I've just published a paper called 
Subatomic Anxiety, or Entropy: A Failure to Cope?"

"I don't believe you," the girl hisses. "Some men 
will say anything to get into a girl's apprehensions."

"Now look! You've triggered my Terror of Rejection, 
wails the man, feathers drooping, scaly legs shaking 
like jackhammers.

"I knew I'd say the wrong thing. I feel so guilty. 
So inadequate," sobs the girl, curling into foetal pos
ture, and slowly rocking.
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WINGED VICTORY

My best friend has named his new royal purple pickup 
truck "Winged Victory." He's attached feathered flappers 
to both doors, and blazoned the name on his windshield, 
tailgate, and roof (for the benefit of planes and high- 
rise dwellers). No one can help noticing. And though 
some are put off, many are impressed. His act is called 
"a bold imaginative leap." It's said to evidence "the 
spirit to soar above the crowd," "the guts and skill to 
hammer dreams into reality," etc.

Women seem to sense a directly proportional relation 
between these qualities and excellence in bed. So Hojo 
is now besieged by gorgeous women, including my wife, who 
used to call him "a gesticulating nurd," but yesterday 
cleaned out our joint checking account and presented him 
with the lump sum, "to spur his creativity."

I used to be the creative one, the undiscovered genius. 
Winged Victory was my idea —  one of thousands of original 
jokes, comic anecdotes, and nutty ideas I've spewed out to 
amuse Hojo, who used to be paranoid, gloomy, and ashamed 
of his small penis.

Although he's barely five feet tall —  I'm a lusty 
six-three —  he signed today to play Hercules in a new 
movie series, at one million bucks per picture. He in
tends to play out his contract, then study Shakespearean 
acting in England while writing his memoirs. "The sky," 
he says, "is the limit."

It's hard not to be bitter.

JUST PASSING THROUGH, WEEB HITS RENO, NEVADA

He swears he's immune, but already 
grappling hooks snag in his irises, 
gambling fever pulls itself 
expertly into his brain.
Slot machines flash "Come'ere sweetie. 
Cards, dice, roulette wheels 
scream ultrasonic commands.
He homes in, even
as he tells the guy beside him
"Look at all these suckers."
He's clutching his first buck.
What the hell? It's just for fun. 
Bells clang. Buzzers roar.
People squeal and swear.
Jackpots clank in all pockets but his. 
He's due for a lucky streak.
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Aces, cherries spin in his eyes.
Half-nude girls bring him free booze.
3 7's PAYS SUPER JACKPOT!
BREAK THE BANK! JACKPOT EXPRESS!
25,000 DOLLAR KENO!
A DIME MAY WIN THIS CAR!
Poor men have walked out millionaires!
He throws off caution like a suit 
he never liked, but was too cheap to ditch 
before.

LONG DISTANCE, 8 A.M.

She's home, she misses me! My fears 
shatter like gargoyle pitiatas.
I dance away to the cheated 
pay-phone's frantic jangle, 
nearly smash into a squat, 
broad-faced hippy girl.
A baby peeks from her back-pack, 
its face purple as a bruise.
"What a fine child. What's its name?" 
I beam. "Placenta," she beams back. 
"How pretty. Did you think of it?” 
"No, the doctor did."
"Well, it does him credit.
Does you credit. Her credit.
The planet credit!"
And I stride away delighted, 
smug as Superman finally 
getting blown by Lois Lane.

BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS

A gob of Wheaties drops off my spoon 
and splats on the kitchen floor.
I scoop it up and, without thinking, 
toss it over my shoulder 
toward the garbage sack.
Smack, carom, bang —
off the wall and into last night's
potatoes and broccoli.
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A perfect bank shot!
Eyes, brain, and body working
as one well-oiled, beautiful machine.
Mother of Ovaltine! What I'd have given 
to make shots like that in highschool. 
Weave, fake, leap, hook, two points —  
like Denver Booth and Tommy Tucker did 
in between banging cheerleaders 
and polishing their trophies.
Well, better late than never.
On the Richter Scale of Success 
my small coup fails to register; 
but at this late date 
I take what I can get.

—  Charles Webb 
Seattle. WA

THE MAN WHO COULDN'T SAY F

A man who couldn't say F was sitting in a bar one night 
when he was approached by a stunning hooker dressed as a 
harem girl (but with no other Arabian characteristics to 
speak of). Anyway, she said, —  Buy me a drink, big boy? 
To which our man replied — Hi, my name's Vred, what's 
yours? He deftly lifted the hem of her gauze costume, 
playfully pushing his thumb up the space between her thighs 
(this hooker was severely bow-thighed). — Well, hi Vred, 
said our harem girl, — My name's Vlorence. — Vred said, 
You're mocking me, Vlorence, and I don't like being mocked. 
Vlorence, not to be out-retorted, retorted, — I don't like 
being vingered, either (although technically, of course, 
she had been thumbed, not vingered). Then Vred said, Vlo
rence, I'm a man of vew words. Let's go out in the car 
and vuck. Just then a man to Vred's left clubbed Vred off 
the barstool with a giant-sized roll of Aluminum Voil 
which he'd picked up at an Aluminum Voil Convention in 
Sioux Vails, saying, — Vellow, you shouldn't have said 
that. You must be looking vor a vight. Vlorence screamed 
as Vred veil down with a splat, wretching fiolently, all 
the vight gone out of him. The man stood over Vred. pum- 
meling him ficiously with his veet until the bouncer broke 
it up. Then Vred vollowed Vlorence to her apartment, where 
they spent the night vucking, and vighting over whose was 
the worst vhysical devect: Vred's speech impediment or 
Vlo's bow thighs.
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THE LOVER'S GRAMMAR & COMPOSITION HANDBOOK

First of all. if you wish to write full-length books, 
you should be married to your work -- although a few 
introductory chapters are often sufficient affairs to 
sound out probable conflicts. Episodic narratives are 
sometimes interesting; however, one-sentence paragraphs 
may or may not be acceptable, depending upon their peri
odic or non-periodic functions.
Of course, it barely needs mentioning that any liason 
with paper requires pencils which are sharp and pens 
well-supplied with ink. Or, if you type, you must raise 
your key pressure quite high, in order to make the hard
est and clearest impressions possible.
As to the quality of the paper, that is your own business. 
Nevertheless, you should choose wisely with regard to 
weight, rag content, whether it is lined or unlined, 
bonded or unbonded, etcetera. Also, you need to look 
closely to ascertain which side is the better one to 
write on. And it occasionally matters whether you be
gin at the bottom or at the top of the sheets.
And now, for those among you who feel more comfortable 
with plain talk, please turn the page.

—  Clyde Fixmer 
Pentwater, MI

NAMES

Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
hated the name 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
with such a passion 
that he made a nickname 
out of his initials and 
liked to be called S.T.C.
S.T.C. —  it could be something
you pour in a crankcase
or a pill that makes you hallucinate.
He especially abhorred his first name, 
Samuel: it was, S.T.C. maintained,
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the worst combination that
vowels and consonants
had ever been susceptible of.
One night during the Romantic Movement 
S.T.C. carried his howling baby son 
outside into the orchard 
to show him the full moon;
S.T.C. watched the baby's quiet face
and the moon reflect each other
like circular mirrors
and he held up the weightless life
of his son's blue, watery head
and forgot about his awful name.
His son's name was Hartley, 
after a philosopher.
His wife's name was Sara.
His mistress's name was Sarah, too.
His partner's name was William
which is also my name 
which I never much cared for.
William: it sounds like the name 
of a king or an A student.

SILVER DOLLARS

My great grandfather 
was the man who held
queens 
over fours
in the hand
that Wild Bill Hickock 
had the now dreaded 
aces and eights.
It turned out to be 
the second best hand 
(nobody else had shit)
so he took the pot,
Wild Bill having been shot 
in the back 
by a runt.
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Everyone thought
he should have kicked it in
for the great man's funeral expenses
but he didn't
and that's why my family
today
is so enormously wealthy.

—  Billy Collins 
Scarsdale, NY

INITIAL MEETING

You were like a lost book 
I hadn't finished reading: something
I thought I'd like. I was at once grateful 
we didn't get to know each other 
well enough to be harsh; and afraid,
in case we never met again. I heard last night Renoir
did not make drawings first, therefore his edges blent
like petals into evening, and I thought
I'd tell you that. I don't
especially care for Renoir,
but I like his method.

EMPLOYMENT ON THE COAST

Summer jobs were curious. Once I worked for a man
who said we would sell jewelry,
but what we did was pick ticks off his dog
all day. I was well paid. Often,
he'd smooth his hands down
over my waist and say, "How do you like it —
the way I've fixed up the shop?” We never were lovers,
although the thought of him destroyed
my love for another. We watched monster movies
and the Watergate hearings
while we groomed the dog, or put earrings on it.
I thought it was a very good summer,
though we never were lovers. He was blond as a ghost. 
I conceal his identity here: he didn't 
own the shop and it wasn't his dog. The rest 
is true, and the day we were meant to close the deal,
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when we had all that tequila,
and just enough time,
a customer came in and bought
everything we had. The next day
he moved to Boston
without paying up the rent
or my back wages, saying he was sorry,
he'd been cleaned out.

IN MY FASHION

When you arrive
you say you'll be wearing
something new —  a long jacket,
belted in back, maybe
sunglasses. I should revive
that rose silk dress
you liked so much, sighing, "Women
in skirts," lifting your glass
to a flirt, a hem rising.
Should I run or just walk
to meet you, balance my heart on my head, 
improve our posture? I could dress 
to the teeth or to kill you, stun 
by design or carelessness.
But in my favorite dream the bus
hums in, you step off, squint,
and see me striding
across the lawn, leading a line
of servants bearing trunks,
which they place before you. No one
speaks. I open each box and show you
the clothes, all in my size,
from lace to old flannel. You are slow
to choose, I am getting cold, demand
some action. With the look of a priest
you shut the lids, dismiss the maids,
and wrap me in your jacket. Slightly
embarrassed, we go off hand in hand.

—  Diane Wald
Sunderland, MA
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SNOW
The English word is from the Anglo Saxon snaw, 
the Danish snee, the Gothic snaivs.
There are, they say, as many as 20 
Eskimo words for snow:
big fat flakes like bread for dressing; 
hard, icy corn snow, like something at the 
bottom of a shot glass; 
tiny bb's of hail;
soft flakes curved like goose down or soap shavings; 
barely visible snow —  a rippling cellophane curtain 
between eyes and trees;
snow that hides the ptarmigan and hare;
that shows clear game tracks;
snow that cuts well into igloo blocks;
drifted snow that hampers sled runners;
snow so deep the moose starve standing up;
rime that dresses birch limbs in diamonds;
clean snow for tea water;
termination dust;
glaring white snow that blinds;
insidious snow that blows between unchinked logs.
In Larsen Bay Aleut it's an'yuk, with 
the stress on the second syllable; 
u as in book; a as in father.
Tn Diomede Island Yupik it's avun.
Qangvin is "a ventilating hole in a snow house.” 
Auplitiving is "a vault back of the snow house."
Igdlu is "snow house."
Quaning is "falling snow."
Arauta quaning is "snow beater" in the Aivillik dialect. 
Sometimes the builders of the igdlu insert a piece of 
fresh water ice in the qangvin, as "glass." Qingang is 
"a window in a snow house.
Qimissung is "a snow drift."
Snowflakes, like poems, 
no two exactly alike.

—  Ann Chandonnet 
Chugiak, AK

Note: "Termination dust" is an Alaskanism stemming from 
the fact that most summer construction workers can mark 
their final pay check by the appearance of the first snow 
on the mountain peaks. The Larsen Bay (Kodiak) word was 
supplied to me by Mrs. Weston Fields of Kodiak. The 
Diomede one I saw in a news item. Others come from The 
Central Eskimo by Franz Boas (1964).
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hey, babe,
what do you think of me 

w/my high belly 
& claystained hands ?

this is a mother ?
where the silks the satins the dancing 

shoes ?
oh,baby,oh,baby,here I am.

BRIEFLY

hands in field 
hands
1/2 the field orange
1/2 blue
sparkling
with early October mornings
presence
I'm wide-eyed

—  Barbara Moraff 
Strafford, VT
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store
window
baskets
brains
a garbage
can

walk
wild
lulu
adandelion 
for tea

heavenly-
golfer
green
cloth
cap
shiny
yellow
shoes

money
nickel
in the
pocket
surprise
me
Wednesdays

orkestra 
morning 
noon 
& waltz 
the man

pink
flowers
cradles
forever
stained

nymph 
classical 
a fall 
downstairs 
the
silvery
skirt

muffin 
in the 
super
store 
no eating 
in the 
fitting 
rooms

wrong 
a calendar 
in any 
room

—  Gloria Kenison 
Millis, MA

PROTEGE

Look at the wrists. 
You can judge a man's 
strength by size of 
his wrist bones I 
told him blinded by 
a zeal to teach.

HOUSE SITTER

CHOICES

If I could just believe 
I'm an instrument of God 
he sighs, I could relax. 
But I've been taught 
since I was 5 
I've a mind 
of my own.

At Tahti's cant decide 
to sit facing 
creek or road ... 
tiptoe around like 
an animal nervous 
in a strange place.



SUBURBAN TYPES EAST AREA RAPIST

Tops of gray one 
by 12s in backyard 
fence are speckled white. 
Sparrows perch & wait 
twittering nervously 
then skitter up & down 
bullying for position. 
They’re tough suburban 
types exposing themselves 
to cats & pellet guns 
for taste of wild 
bird seed supplied 
by reformed BB 
gun killer.

We got a sick one out here. 
Sneaks in on women alone 
during early morning hrs. 
Ties & gags before 
he rapes then hangs 
around two three hrs. 
Yesterday was #17.
A 16 yr old girl.
Wears a ski mask 
& has us looking 
each other over 
like never before.

—  Phil Weldman
North Highlands, CA

GROMER WILKIE

Every day men come and squat around Gromer.
He is the only man in town to weld on Sundays 
or to have the nickel rods to weld a manifold.
Once he cut a truck in half and welded it together again. 
Gromer knows how to make his little bit, 
and he helps them make their little bit too.
He lays a pretty good bead.
And they come and squat around.

MONKEYSHINES
—  for my sister, Judy

Mother has pasted 19 tiny pictures 
of her family into a plastic frame 
and hung it on the kitchen wall.
In one of them, we are looking out 
the backseat window of the '39 Olds 
with a couple of the Redding cousins. 
The picture divides between their 
discomfort and our monkeyshining.
Our gooey mouths are spread out 
on the window like two large snails.
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I remember riding with you in the front seat 
on vacation near the Black Hills 
the time Dad passed the guy poking along 
pointing out rock formations to his family. 
You stuck your finger far out the window 
mocking him, Dad started honking at him, 
and we all laughed like hell at all of them 
as we passed. The wind knocked our arms 
back and we fell off the seat laughing.
I loved you for that.
Home for Thanksgiving, twenty years later,
I go to the kitchen to get a beer.
As I reach for the light switch,
I accidentally knock her picture down, 
breaking the frame but not the glass.
But more interesting is picking it up 
and seeing for the first time, really, 
the four wishbones he has set riding 
along the top of the black frame.
There is one of them for each of us.
They lie before me on the table like legs.
I see the need to make a wish 
and pull the big one apart, 
and I also recognize the wish 
with you not to.

HOW TO WIPE YOUR 
TWO-YEAR-OLD’S NOSE
Grab the tissue 
box and lower it 
slowly to a point 
where she can reach 
in and stay your 
hand while she puts 
the extras back and 
point out what she 
misses then hold your 
tongue as she runs 
into the other room 
to throw it into 
the wastebasket.

POEM ABOUT MAKING RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED REINDEER

If she knew anything she'd quit right now. 
If she knew anything she'd know nothing 
can come from scissors and paste; 
she'd know some other things, she'd know 
Rudolph and Mickey are strictly



from Disney, for example. Yes, 
she'll be quite confident about that 
some day. But not now.
A few of the ants in our queenless "Ant Farm" 
still tunnel. Some god is on the loose 
putting an orange spot on the trunks 
of trees and making them die.
I put my belly up against the desk.

—  James Klein 
Passaic, NJ

IT'S STRANGE

it's strange when famous people die 
whether they have fought the good fight or 
the bad one.
it's strange when famous people die 
whether we like them or not 
they become like old buildings old streets 
things and places that we are used to 
which we accept simply because they’ve been 
there.
it's strange when famous people die 
it's like the death of a father or 
a pet cat or dog.
and it's strange when famous people are killed 
or when they kill themselves. 
the trouble with the famous is that they need 
to be replaced and they are never exactly 
replaced, and that gives us this unique 
sadness.
it's strange when famous people die 
the sidewalks look different and our 
fingernails look different and our bedmates 
and our curtains and our automobiles, 
it's strange when famous people die: 
we become troubled.

THE VERYIEST
here comes the fishhead singing 
here comes the baked potatoe in drag
here comes nothing to do all day long 
here comes another night of no sleep
here comes the phone ringing the wrong voice
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here comes a termite with a banjo 
here comes a flagpole with blank eyes 
here comes a cat and a dog wearing nylons
here comes a machinegun singing
here comes bacon burning in the pan while we shit
here comes a voice saying something dull with authority
here comes a newspaper stuffed with small red birds 
with flat brown beaks
here comes a cunt carrying a torch 
a grenade 
a deathly love
here comes victory carrying one bucket of piss
and one bucket of blood
and stumbling over the berrybush
and here comes a little lamb 
and here comes Mary at last
and the sheets hang out the windows
and the bombers head east west north south 
get lost
get tossed like salad
as all the fish in the sea line up and form
one line
one long line
one very long long line
the veryiest longest line you could ever imagine
as my wristwatch sits on a piece of brown wrapping paper
and we get lost
walking past purple mountains
we walk lost
bare at last like the knife 
or the electric shock
having given
having spit it out like an unexpected olive seed
as the girl at the call service 
screams over the phone:
"Don't call back.' You sound like a jerk.'"

—  Charles Bukowski 
Los Angeles, CA
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The edition of this issue has been limited to 700 numbered 
copies, the first 40 copies being signed by Brian Swann. 
The copy now resting in your hand is numbered: 450
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The usual reviews, notes, etc. are being held over for 
the next issues —  two of which are going into press al
most immediately. Again apologies are offered to those 
who so patiently awaited this issue. The delay had to 
be suffered since Wormwood remains a one-man operation. 
To those who were not patient, this is also a reminder 
that Wormwood does not claim to be a regular quarterly. 
Wormwood only claims to put out four issues within a 
year's span. Usually two issues are mailed out in one 
envelope to reduce our excessive postal/mailing costs. 
All paid subscriptions are guaranteed through and in
cluding issue 72 (the next index issue) .
Wormwood subscriptions are $4.50/4 issues/year to indi- 
viduals; $6.00/4 issues/year to institutions. Patron's 
subscriptions are a $12.00 bargain for four consecutive 
issues with poet-signed, center-sections. Free in
spection copies are not available because of our very 
limited press run. Copies of issues 16-23, 25-67 are 
still available at $2.00/issue postpaid. Issues 1-15 
are out of print, but reasonable prices will be quoted 
on an individual basis when and if clean copies can be 
located. Issues 1-3 are virtually impossible to find. 
Microfilm volumes of Wormwood are available from Uni
versity Microfilms, 3101 North Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor MI 
48106. The contents of Wormwood are indexed in Index 
of American Periodical Verse, Scarecrow Press Inc.,
P.0. Box 656, Metuchen NJ 08840.
"...Seeking an art based on fundamentals to cure the 
madness of the age, and a new order of things that would 
restore the balance between heaven and hell. We had a 
dim premonition that power-mad gangsters would one day 
use art itself as a way of deadening men's minds...."

—  Hans Arp in "Dadaland"
* *  *

Issue 69 features Kirk Robertson; issue 71 will be a 
Charles Bukowski chap-book.
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